Dosimetry of stereotactic radiosurgery using lithium formate EPR dosimeters.
Small lithium formate EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) dosimeters (diameter 3 mm, height 2 mm) were produced and employed for 2D dosimetry of stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS). An anthropomorphic head phantom with an in-house made insert holding 45 lithium formate dosimeters was used. A spherical target was outlined centrally in planning CT images of the head and an SRS dose plan with three arcs was made using the iPlan planning system. Beam collimation was achieved with the BrainLAB m3 micro-MLC. The minimum target dose was 15 Gy. The planned dose distribution was compared to measurements. For dosimetry, a dosimeter calibration series was generated with doses from 1 to 20 Gy. At the treatment unit, three replicate measurement series were performed. The measurements gave on average 2.2% lower dose at the plateau of the dose distribution compared to the dose plan. Larger differences were seen in the penumbra, where the dose plan underestimated the dose gradients. By repeated measurements, the systematic and random error in the SRS delivery was estimated to less than 1 mm. In conclusion, the planning system produced an intracranial dose distribution with tolerable accuracy. Furthermore, small lithium formate EPR dosimeters were useful for measuring SRS dose distributions.